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Boatd Asks :"for Bal·anced Budget 
·.•BY· CAROLYN PARTRll>GE 
The. Board- of Trustees asked the 
administration last Monday, · March 
11, to show how it can bring the 
University's budget into . balance 
within the·. next three years. The 
.request was made after the Budget 
Review Committee submitted its 
proposal for the. budget to the Board 
of.Trustees; according to Rev. Chades 
L. Currie, S.J. president -of the Uni-
versity;: The submitted budget was 
unbalanced .. 
Plans foi: this year's budget include.· 
increases .in tuition, room, and 
· board. Currie and Vice-president for 
Student Development _Dr. Arthur 
Shriberg appeared before the Senate 
Thursday, March 7, and announced 
a $300 increase in tuition ·and a 
6.1% increase. in room and board, 
•:, ·: .<. 
., 
figures. propos~d by the 'Budget Re- · 
view Cominittee. · . 
Financial aid will increase iii pro-
ponion to the tuition increase. Shri-
berg, at the Senate meeting, added 
that the number of student workers 
will not be cut, but the workers will 
be spread more throug~out the Uni-
versity. 
According to Jerry Goodwin, Stu-
dent. Government Association presi-
dent and student representative to 
the Budget Committee, the Univer-
. sity sho_uld cut those areas which 
"contribute less to the educational 
experience." · · ' 
Excellence in education is one of 
Xavier's top priorities, according to 
GOQdwin, · 
Currie announced at the Senate 
meeting that· the University tries to 
.. ; J?irere~tra,.t,i91l fur . . . 
• .. ,. ;~,/'t;._::'/·_, {~~·~ .··· "f:'.i'U· t':.;,'m·' .,:este···,,;"' ;.~~- '1·9· G.R~,;i;~;;;' :~: 
,',' 
_:;~ 
·."' ; ~~tiay/:MJirli0i7~ · .. : .. 
through . Tuesday, April 2 
. Schedule of Classes booklets 
will be available in the Registrar's 
Office, Alter 129, beginning to-
day. ·All students ·will be mailed 
a notice indicating the exact time 
of their preregistration. You may 
not preregister before your.sched-
uled time and you must bring 
your Xavier University I.D. card 
with a valid sticker to pr!!register. 
·Before preregistering, students 
must consult an academic advisor 
as follows: 
Business· Students - sig~ up 
for a counseling appointment at 
the Busin.ess: College table, first' 
floor corridor, Alter Hall, begin-
ning ·Monday, March 18. 
Students in .the Colleges of 
Arts and Sciences and Professional 
Studies - Consult the deparc-
mencal bulletin . board of your 
declared major, or the main bul-
letin. board in the Alter Hall 
lobby, for the name and office 
location . of your advisor. Unde-
clared students should consult 
Rev. D. Foley, Alter 104-B; Dr. 
N. B~yant, Alter 104-C; Sr. R. 
Fleming; Alter 104-D; Mr .. M. 
Bocketti, Alter 104-H; or Rev. T. 
Kennealy, Alter -124. · 
Students 'who have been as-
signed a. particular advisor by the 




ened, more efficient bookkeeping 
BY MARIE TOLBERT will come into effect, and there will 
William Lucci, Director of Student · be less red tape when' activity com-
Activities, has proposed to join .the mittees and clubs come to request 
two Student Government Budgets money for their budgets. 
. into one. The Student Government. In additio9 to this, a checks and 
Budget Committee, (SGBC).and the balance proi!ess will be formed in 
Student Activities Council which are the Senate, and the club and activity 
presently under separate accounts, tepresei1tatives will have an appeals· 
wilLbe combined starting)uly l, the process. If the representatives disa-
beginning of the riel!.t fiscal ~ear .. · gree with the Senate about the .. 
. The_ proposal 'will be a logical and . amount of inoney to be granted, the 
consistent step according to . Lucci ·representatives can appeal the deci-
and. Jerry G<;><>dwin,. President of sion ·and perhaps. receive a. change 
SGA. By combining the two ac- in decision from the Senate. · 
counts into one, the Senate will.have There· also will be increased dis: 
better and _t_t_'gh_ ter co_ ntro_ (_over budg- . · cretion, responsibility and allocation 
cting, account confusion will ticJc5s~ . . ·c.ont~ OJI pg .. 2 
, '·'. _. 
;cut. in areas 'such as open -staff po-
sitions, office expenses and travel 
and physical plant operations. 
Currie stated that· tight budgets 
for Xavier will be a trend for the 
future, but he also noted that they 
are a trend for many budgets, "per::_ 
sonal, company, federal, and state." 
Xavier's income breaks down in 
the following way: 72 % from tuition 
and fees, 16-17% from auxiliary en-
terprises, 5-6% from private gifts or 
grants and 4-5 % comes from the 
endowment . 
The income distribution is 35% 
to instruction and academic support, 
15% to institutional support, 12 % 
to scholarships and grants, 11 % to 
oper~!ions and physical plant and 
9% to student services. 
One P,ossibility for increasing in-
come is to increase enrollment. Ap-
plications have increased by 9% for 
next year, according to Currie. 
The budget process began last se-
mester. Each department was asked 
to prepare a budget for the next 
fiscal year, which begins July 1. The 
Budget Review Board ·evaluates the 
requests, reviews Xavier's income, 
and forms a proposed budget fur the 
whole university. The Board of Trus-
tees receives the proposal and can 
make changes or approve the budget 
as proposed. 
). Richard Hirte, Vice-president of 
Financial Administration headed the 
Budget Review Committee. Repre-
sentatives from admissions, financial 
aid, the administration and also 
three student representatives were on 
the committee. The Student repre-
sentatives were Jerry Goodwin, Jim 
Mock, and Rosa Dicristoforo, ap-
pointed by Goodwin as a responsi-
bility of his SGA presidency. 
The Review Board spent . many 
hours forming the budget, meeting 
at least once a week for several hours. 
Currie described the budget-making 
process as, "a difficult time but also 
providing the opportunity for crea-
tivity and for partnerships to. evolve." 
Currie added that, "This is not a 
crisis situation; it will not hurt the 
university long term ... It is much 
better to go about the situation ra-
tionally and calmly and at the same 
time maintain quality.'' 
Goodwin commented, "In no way 
shoul~ students' reasons for not <i«'m-
ing to Xavier be based on inade-
quacy of funds.'' 
~l;\¥~;~!-"-~~~p~per Staff 
:·wi1·,,~.,- .. _~e.e ,,.-,:·rpa-;-a·:·~ -·Next·" 'Fall ·· 0 ·« .• •·· 
- -- . 
Xavier News staff members in- .. · .quality writers. And among the ed-
cluding editors and reporters will be itors this year, there has been a large 
paid beginning· in the 1985-86 turnover. 
school year. The consensus among the editoriai 
Student Government Budget board ·was that the workload was too 
Committee (SGBC) and Senate ap- great. The student who carries a full 
proved the proposal submitted by course load and holds a part-time 
the current Xavier News staff re- jo~ simply docs not have the time 
questing that advertising revenues "be to work for the paper. 
returned to. the paper in order to "More than most ocher extracur-
compensate the staff. ricular activities, the paper involves 
· Previously, revenm: generated by a real responsibility. A great deal of 
advertising went back into a general time and effort goes into each' week's 
University fund. issue," stated Peggy Morse, Editor-
. Operating funds for the paper will in-Chief. 
continue to be allocated through the The idea for compensation origi-
Student Government Budget Com- nated with Morse and Sassen, who 
mittee. were encouraged to pursue it by Vice 
. Managing-editor Tim Sassen, who President for Student Development 
coordinated the project, fe~ls that. Arthur Shriberg. 
compensation is necessary to provide After conferring with student rep-
greater . impetus· for people to be ri:sentatives to :the Budget Commit-
involved in the paper. tee, Jim Mock and Jerry Goodwin, 
· For the past several years. the staff Sassen researched the ways in which 
has experienced numerous problems other schools operate their newspa-
recruiting a ·sufficient· number of pers. He· disq1vered that most pay 
Inside: 
'Interviews-with SGA 
Election· Candidates · 
- ·'· 
,· .. : 
........ __ ~· 
·• 
their staffs. 
The entire editorial board met to 
project budgets for each section. Sas~ 
sen compiled the research and pre-
sented it to SGBC and Senate. 
Final approval was given by the 
Senate at the March 7 meeting.· "I 
think that the cooperation we re-
ceived both from SGA and the 
Administration is indicative of the 
fact that this University has high 
expectations of a publication like the 
Xavier News," Sassen said. 
. Recruitment for the 1985-86 edi-
torial staff has begun. Guidelines for 
writing and application are available 
at the Information desk in the Uni-
versity Center, or at -the Public Re-
lations Office, 104 Husman Hall. 
Deadline · for applications is no 
· later than Wednesday, April 3 to 
Vickie Jones, chairperson, Programs 
and Publications Committee, 104 
Hu~man Hall. 
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. ·' .·· 
Poetry Reading Postponed · . · · Athenaeum Submissions 
The poetry reading by Tyrone Wil- The deadline for submitting to the 
li~ms and Norman Finklestein orig- spring issue of Athenae11111 is. April 
inally scheduled for March 21 has 3. Submissions of poetry, fiction or · ·· · 
been postponed until' some ti.me literary criticism may be sent co Ath- BY CAROLYN PARTRIDGE ·read the same, but it excluded .. they know how the campus works; 
after Easter Break. enaeum, clo X.U. Post Office. Man~ Debate continued at the last Sen: ''graduating 'senibr in their .fin~I se~ , they are represented for ,a short . 
Elections Debate uscripts· will not be returned unless ate meeting, March 7, over)he issue mester.". Both of ·thi: ·proposals ·amount of:tim<:." · ·_ . 
Friday, March 22, SGA .Elections D~-, accompanied by a sc;lf-addressed of a senior vote. ·The Senate decided failed. · .. ··· · ; ·: ' ... Travis gave these reason~ why sen-
bate will be held at 1:30 p.m. m stamped envelope. that for. this election,:the Efoctions Bil.I_ Ryan, ·head.of the,ConstitU~ ,iors should not be. allowed a vote: 
the University Center Lobby. Presi~ Board would deCide whether or not . tion Committee, came up with the . ''It is against precedent;. seniors have . 
denrial Tickets will have an oppor- Editors sought for News senior; would :be ~llo;ed to. vote. · idea to change the ar~icle.,He· feels no stake in,~he .c:lection; they will 
tunity to present their platforms be- Applications are now being accepted . _The finaLdecisiori over a senio~ vote the articli: needs to .be. c~anged be- . never see .·or be11efjt from .. the new 
fore the student body. , . . · ·for editor-in-chief, news.editor, sports_;. for followi11g el_ectio~s wi,1. be .• made., , Jause i.t is,ami,,iguous graduate.:~tu,_,·.S(JA'.s, ,..or~; ~t wa5i the:; origina~ in-
Panel Discussion' .... ~ ( . . ' '. J • editor,: 'entertainme(u. editor1 com-.. n !>Y t~~ J~c:nat,c; ... 11] )~e fl,\t~!~: :·• ' dents, seniors, ind incoming. fresh- i ;.ten,t~on: qf;fh,q5F,\\V~O ,Wtp(e. ~h~ j:on-
Friday, March 22, Programs in Peace menrary ·editor· and business-adver- Sandi Hedding, head of the Elec· men could demand t~eir. right to s.titution ,that.seni~ts should not be 
and Justice will sponsor a Panel Dis- tisirig manage_r of the 1985-86 Xavier tions Board,. stated .that; '".thc: .... deci- vote. . . . . . ; . · alloweC:i to vote." Travis concluded, 
cussion on U.S. Policy Toward Nie- News. All are paid positions. Dead~ .. sion will 'be made. earlf" this wc:ek." . . . . . .. '.'Seniors won't vote." 
aragua at 1 p.m. in the Hear.th ... line for application is April 3, to The Board will, "weigh the rationale . Don Travis, Legisiativ~ ".vic~-presi- ) Further comments fro~ Rya~· in-
Room of the University Center. Fea· Vickie Jones;_ chairperson·; ·Programs for both sides :of th.e, is~ue carefully . . dent of ~GA, .cites· no prol>lems with (..·eluded, ''.The ·c.o.llstitution as a whole 
cured speakers include Mary Lou Vera and. Publications Committee, 104- before deciding." - . the preserit article: Those .who ha\ie: has a lot of-loopholes that need to 
of the Cincinnati Central American Husman Hall. Guidelines for writing . The present article, which states paid their activities fee have Pl!-id it be filled." He ·also su~marized .that 
Task Force, U.C. law Professor Mi· an application are av~ilable at the who may vote, reads "any full-time ·. for the nei<t year. Seniois will riot ~e it is: not logical to say that a change 
chael Glennon, legal counsel to the Information Desk in the University studc:nt who has paid his activities paying. an .activities fee, so. they are in the. amef!dment .woul4 ~ake ~way 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Center, or at the Public Relations fee is eligible. to vote' in SGA elec- . not. eligib.lc: to vote, ~crte~ Travis. 't.he vi>ting poyiet of some. , .... 
from 1977 -80, Nerco Cabrerra, a Office, 104. Husman Hall. .Interviews tions.'' · · . Although )lyan, '~philosophically '.fravis. c.ontinued .. with, "Upper . 
Xavier student from Nicaragua, Ni· for the positions of editor-in-chief dries' not have a problem with :the classnien W<>uld g;i,ih the fruits of a 
cholas Vehr, assistant to the President and business-advertising· manager Tw0 ame~dments. were proposed . (seniors) .vot~ng.'~ ~e Jiants.'.to "un- scn~or •· ~ote._ It is· unfafr to the 
of Xavier, and Jan Mickelson of· will be held on April 10. Candidates by the Constitution Committee of. derstand. the. rei15ons {Or: not ~aving · ·y~unger students." ·. · 
WCKY. Charles Carey of Xavier's will be notified of the time and SGA. One read, "any full-time stu· . them' vote." He feels the Senate must .. . "It is· my duty to prevent unwar-
Public Relations Department will location of the interviews. Candi- . dent who has paid their activities fee take ~'all considerations equally.','. :. . ·ranted political. gaining and taking 
moderate the panel. Admission is dates for the remaining positions will is eligible. to vote in SG.A dections Ryan gave these reasons as to -'why ·, advantage, of. student ignorance," 
free. be contacted regarding the date, unless they are a graduating senior .. seniors should be. all~d .. to rote:. added ,the vice-president. . 
SGA Elections time and loca.tion of their interviews: in their .final semester or an incom- "They have bc;~n ·here the longest The issue -~ill· be res0lved by the 
SGA Spring '85 Elections will. be Editors sought for Athenfleum and ing freshman." The other proposal ... and are most .qualif"'~.d to: decide;. electiori_s board this week .. 
held on March 25 and 26. In. the M•sileleer ; . · , ~. · · · ·· · · -- · 
event that no Presidential tii:ket re· Applications. ai:e now being .accepted , . . 
cClves over 50% of the totai votes for editor-in-chief of the· 1985-86. · • · . " · ·- · . · · .. · ·.. . · -.. · ·. · .. ". . .. · .. · . . . 
~:\d~r~~c~~da~dct~~~ ~::~ ~ilre~~ ~t~~:/Z~;:~.:;~!~~;e~~~~:;~t~! ..• l.1 brar.y ·.~:May·'., ,B:e: .Expanded-
located in the .. University Center for apphcattons 1s Aprd 3, to V1ck1e . · ·. · . " . · · · · 
Lobby, outside the Grill, Alt~r Hall Jones, chai'rperson, Programs· and · - '· -. : ,:;::.~· · 
Lobby and Sullivan Hall. Lobby. Publications_.Committee; 104· H~s- BY KAREN VENNEMEYER . lemma. . but just basically housing the sal1le. 
Poetry Reading : man Half. Guidelines for writing an ··Xavier's McDonald M~m~rial Li_· ·. "The library-extension :was. con, . --.materials.'.' The addition wilUndude 
Wednesday. March 27, Dr. Bernard application are .available at the In- brary may undergo'an cstimated:S3.6 :· sidcscd fOr 'tlicse:ma,ili reasons: ti!,e ::<the: "regular.-·books,· she!Vc:s; ·and 
Gendreau will give a lecture in. formati.on· Desk in the University million expansion' .as;_part,t· of.'.. the ... Libi:arfCol1lmittce reponed that the ·reading space offered by the existing · 
French at a .meeting sponsored by. Center or at .the Public .... Relations , .. ~.University's,: $20 :.Qiillion~.ei<parision library wou~1·:~e.~orc;~~~ded in.'.fi~~;; lib~ary.~' , .''.")_;-: .:'•:'. ":.,·'; #~ :rJ: . ~.: . ·-
the Xavier French Club and the Al· Office, 104 ·Husman Hall.· Candi- plan.: . _ years and di~ Dolier an(i :As~oc1ates ~ge Lea.m~ng-LabOratory;with its 
liance Francaise of Cincinnati at 8. dates will be notified ·of the date, _ .Brendan King, .chairman. of the. Report . predicted overcrowdmg by machmes, boo.l(s, and study materials 
p.m. in the Terrace Room of the time and location of the interviews,· Studciit Rcpreserii:atives to the Uni- .· 1987," said King. "A library study will also be moved irito the 'new 
University Center. The topic of the BSA Elections · _ - · vc;rsity Gol1lri)frtc;cs; .submitted a re- . in 1982 .also predicted· that Xavier extension. . .. 
lecture will be "Simone de Beauvoir The follo~ing positions in i:he·Black quest for the expansion proposal to ·would be overcrowded· in five.years.'' "The extension will increase the 
· femme et philosophe?" .Student Association- will be up .for.' . the Rev. Daniel price._ S.J., chairman • . King: said, "The library is. the library by about one~founh the s'ize · 
Opportunities for Minorities Program election: president, legislative v. p. , . .. of the. Library:. Committee. most imponaµt facility for 111any. stu· . of t~e · entire · building.'' King· said. 
Saturday, March 30, the office of adminima·tivc: v.p .• corresponding . King does ·not believe. that Xavier's dents, especially commuters, to "The project . typically takes three ~ 
Minority Affairs and Career Place· secretary,. recording secretary, treas- budget defici~. should ·.be a. serious study and .. have acc;ess ··:to.'' King . years to plan, execute, and move . 
ment and Planning are sponsoring urer, and two mef!!bers at large. setback to-support 'of the library's · added. , .. · ·· · into .. a major addi.tion. I see five 
the second Employment Opportun· Petitions and .information. are avail- expansion. According ... to King, the years as a realistic goal," said King. 
ities for Minorities Program from 10 able in the BSA office. in Finn small percentage of d~c $20 million The back of all.three. floors of the If the. plan is started immediately 
a.rn. to 2 p.m. in the Terrace Room Lodge, or can be obtained by calling. budget which would facilitate costs. · library ~ill be: expanded. According the extension may be completed ·by 
of the University Center. thelegislative v.p. at x3119. - .. ·for the plan sho\lld: not cause di- ~o King, "It.will be a big expansion, 1988 or 1989. . 
' ', " . 
·~~ont. from< pg.· 1 
' .... 
of funds on _the part of the ·senate. . dent Government ~ill now only gi~e., 
A memorandum sent by Lucci to money that is needed. . · 
a meeting of the representatives will Neither Goodwin nor ·Lucci can 
. · initil)te and begin the process. foresee any rough spots i11 thejoining 
The club and activity representa· of the two budgets. The joining. of 
tives, under the new proci:d4re, will the · SBGC which handli:d the ac-
' come . before a five-member coiumit· · coUJ:Jt ,for the · 65 :. dubs· and.· SAC 
tee consisting of four Senators and which handled Minority affairs, Xav-
. one non-SGA. member to make the ier News; and others, 'will decrease 
request, make suggestions and send . th,e w~te of .r:noney and have a more 
· t~em to the ·Se,nate for. approval or complete ~!!~rt fro~ ;t4e, treasurer .. 
disapproval. ' ., .. . • . • '· ' : tucci says' that all of this' and the' . 
If the representatives di~agree with : appeals process. will be. impoitant. 
the .·decision; it· can be appealed Goodwin comments that :the de-
through the set or presently ap~ cision will better serve .thestudent 
pointc~ chairperson, who will set up body and wished that it had been· 
a meeting with the Senate. The Stu· put into effect lastjear. · · · 
• ·re/ anyor1e who can ·de.teat me< in less -
·· tfla11 -thirty· m()VeS, you Will get $1~()0. · · · . 
. ·, .. ,-
Howatd Scott. 
. , . , Phone 751 ~979 
· .. · .. ·_ . Withrow ~. ·Age-:16 .. ·- .. 
·· Address:;831.Hutchins·Av. 
•.<CandidateJor Master:•: 
;·. :,· '·· . '. . ., 
.. : ... . ~ ':' . 
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Singers Tour ·Puerto Rico Peace Week 1'9.85 · 1 ·Will GIVE YOU A NEW HEART.~ E;., %:26 
PEACE WEEK AT XAVIER; MARCH 25TH-2911f 
BY KATIE. HUNTER fullowing the manufacture of phar-
Who were those 35 dancers ·who maceuticals. 'Tourism is the third 
enchanted .that crowd of eight largest industry. 
hundred at die University of· the After a concen, the Singers saw 
Sacred Hean iri Puerto . Rico last· · El Yunque rains furest, located in 
Friday? The Xavier Singers were the' the ·Luqillo Mountain Range. After 
well-loved perfurmers: . another concen, they stopped at a 
The perfurmarice at the University deserted beach located betweeri two 
of the Sacred Heart was orie of·five cliffs and surround~d with' ·palm 
presented last weeldn Puerto Rico.· . 'trees. ' ,·, , · 
Other concerts were a~ the ·Uni- Besides sight-seeing and perfurm-
versity of Cayey on Mareh 11, An1 · ing, they sp,cnt many hours shop~ 
tilles High School on March 12, RO!)· ping, basking in the sun by the 
sevclt Roads High School on March hotel pool and on the beach, and 
· 
1 
• ·13, Ramey High School on 'March' ' enjOying 'the night life' in Old San 
14, and-finally at the University of Juan, , 
· 'the Sacred Hean on March 15. Old San Juan held two major 
· All. of the high . schools . were for points of interest for Xavier students. 
·the children of American military The first was Margie's, a bar which 
stationed in Puerto Rico. served mostly non-alcoholic. tropical 
· Prior to the perfuimance at Ramey drinks 'in a distinctly Puerto Rican 
High. School, singers wured the na- atmosphere. The other was a disco 
val base and television station which· and bar called Neon's. 
is the fir5t station to ·be broadcast . On March · 141 the Singers were 
··in English on that part of the island. treated• to dinner.· by a friend of 
:· · They also toured Old San Juan Soriano's Rafcal at.the Dupont Plaza 
·which was built mosdy in the. 1500's. Hotel's Penthouse dining room and. 
Its streets are paved with blue bricks th~ disco in the same. hoteL Rafeal 
that were· used a5 ballast· on ships used to teach at Xavier. 
coming from Spain to carry riches· While at thc'Penthouse, the Sirig-
from Pueno Rico to Europe. ers sang "New York, New York" at 
. Also on March 11, they toured .the the hotel's request.. . 
Bacardi R~m Refinery where rum is The group, directed b.Y Co~man-
distilled; aged, and bottled. Rum is · tine "Coach" Soriano and choreo-
Pueno Rico's second largest industry, graphed by· Mary Joe Beresford .in-·· 
eluded: Monica Alguirre, Maricd 
Albarradn (dance· captain), Kathy 
· Asmus (vice-president), Patti Bren-
nan, Scott Buttlewerth, Mark Carroll· 
(treasurer), Geno Carter (drummer), 
Pat Cusick, Laura Dermody, ·Greg 
Deye, Sue Egbers, Betsy Himker, 
Katie Hunter, Colleen Kelly, Melanie 
Koop, Virginia Margand, Marty 
McNeill, Mona! Mehta, Mike Nutter 
(president), 'Noreen P~ton, ·Sarah 
Pear5on, Cathy Rauen, Jenny Schei-
fers, Jeff Silber, Mike Soriano; Beth 
Tracy, Danita Ware, Julie Wegman, 
Mike Wicktora; Li$a Marie Williams, 
Bob Zavodny, :and I:inda izeller~ 
All of the money for .the trip was 
supplied by the singers who went, 
fund raising activities, and a portion · 
of the regularly-allotted funds from 
SGA. The many fund raisers in-
cluded a paper drive, a dance fea· 
. turing Elaine and the Biscaynes, and 
·a benefit concert. Students each paid 
$480 toward the trip plus food costs. 
The singers will tour in Ohio in 
April. 
_ MONDAY:. 
llam-2pm "Look to. the Women fur Courage" slide show ori the Women's 
Peace Encampment al Senaca Falls, ·N.Y., lobby Univ. Center. · 
· 2:30-4pm "Disarming Images - feminist Pcrspecti\'tS on NuclC'4r 
Disarmament" with Dr. Mary Deshazer and Ms. Theres~ Leininger. 'lerrar.e 
. Room Uriiv. Center. . · 
7:30pm '"Peace-a Women's Issue" with Dr. Nancy Spence of 1he U.C. . 
Women's Center. Terrace Room. 
TUESDAY: 
10:30am-2:30pm "Every Hean Beats True" filmstrip on ·Christian Perspectives 
· on war and conscience.~ '.'Choice. or Chance: Military Recruitment and .the .. 
Draft." Slideshciw. "Conscience. and War. Taxes'.' - slideshow.1ha1 presents the 
moral, legal, and economic dilemma of some Americans who conscientiously 
oppose paying "war taxes." lobby Univ. Center. . . 
7:30pm "Grenada-Afghanistan,' One Christian's Penpectivc on Modern Military 
Invasions" • a talk by Rev. Daniel _Buford. . 
. . . . . WEDNESDAY: 
11 :00:2pm "Amnesty International: P.irpose and History" · a slideshow 
produced by Xavier Amnesty Jmernadonal. lobby Univ. Center. , 
7:30pm "Human Rights in Uganda, Decline Since Idi Amin" . a talk bv the 
president of the Uganda Human Rights League, Caroli Lunanoba Lwanga· 
Mpoza. Theatre Uiv. Ceme.r. 
THURSDAY: 
7:30pm "The Edge of History" and "The Last Epidemic"; films presented br 
Cincinnati Physicians for Social Responsibility. Univ. Center Theater . 
. . FRIDAY: 
The movie "War Games" will be shown in the Univ. Center Theater at 
2:00pm and again at 8:00pm. Admission SI with·xu J.D. 
. ALL WEEK: 
Displayon War and Conscience in Library. 
All C'lents sponsored by Programs in Peare and Justice. "War Games" co-sponsored with_ SAC 
To: The Xavier Student Body 
From: Bob· Allen, Maureen Mayhall, and Todd Brennan 
. . \Ne: have .decided to withdraw our candidacy from the upcoming Spring 
Election whictr means that we will not be running for Student Government 
President/Administrative Vice-President/Legislative Vice-President. I would like to 
thank all of- our supporters for their support through the planning stages. ... 
, Sincerely, . 
' · Mr. Bob "Allen · 
·· Departm·en.tal Review: 
.Mortuary Sci.nee·; · .. , '~=====================================--
BY LINDA FOSTER sciences, such as accounting, law and. 
It was extremely tempting to start · the like. These are "directly appli-
this week's article with one of the . cable· to funeral service. practice." 
zillions of mortuary science jokes They also take the social sciences 
floating around campus. Stories such as psychology, which includes a 
abound about bodies spirited in and dose of counseling; 
·out of the cafeteria. under the cover . Many things set C.C.M.S. apart 
of darkness, or . • 'mort" students from other schools of mortuary sci-
.making strange ~idnight raids and ence and give it its fine reputation. 
of course just general comparisons w .·The faculty is a very .important asset. 
"Night of the Living Dead." They all teach full time and very 
Let's face it, the average Xavier ·- committed. They. all graduated from 
student rarely thinks seriously about mortuary colleges and are fully li-
Cincinnati College of Mortuary Sci- censed. "The qualification and ded, 
ence. However this institution is one ication of the faculty .is a strength 
of the . oldest ,and . most respected of the institution," said Fitzsim- . 
schools of its kind in the nation and moos. . 
The diversity of the student body. 
it does indeed have .. a very. important 
function. is. also a. real plus for thf school. . 
C.C.M.S . .is. the only national college 
David Fitzsimmons is quick to of its kind, the others being mostly 
point. out that the "college is sep· ' local and a few regional. . 
arate and apart from Xavier Univer- The over. 5000 living alumni pro· 
sity.'' It is. located ·on Edgecliff cam- vide a great deal of support espe· 
· ·pus arid is connected to Xavier ciaily financially. They make dona- . 
through lease arrangement. The col~ tions, pay dues and also help co· .. 
· ·tege has· its ·own degree~granting au~ select a board of trustees that govern , 
thority. the college. This is unique in funeral 
Studerits receive an associate's de.' ·ser\rice. , . 
. gree or. a baehelor of ;cience degree Fitzsimmons does not. foresef 
in mortuary .science. They enter the much additional change in t_he near 
two year Associate ·program after future, indicating "there's been a 
· completing their freshman-and soph· · lot of change iri ·the ·recent past." 
omore years at universities from all · The biggest of these changes was the 
over the country., The Bachelor of .. move to EdgeCtiff campus in 1979. 
Science . program takes. four years to · They received their . degree granting 
complete and. the g(cat majority. of .authority _in 1980' and regional ac-
thcse students complete. their elec- . creditatfon in '1982. 
tives at Xavier .. · Fitzsimmons added that students, 
There are generally 100 to 120 faculty and administrators of 
students enrolled each year who ,work · C.C.M.S. have been "very .well re· 
on a four part program. One section ceived by the Xavier community;'"' 
. consists of general education _courses He believes this· acceptance is partly 
which teach "life and learning 'because of Xavier's mission and· 
skills.'• Another section consists of · goals., However it is also partly be~ . -. 
embalming and other funeral service cause of an understanding and ac· 
related courses. Students are also .re- · ·ceptance of death as an important 
quired to take a. stt ~f man~gcment · pan of life. · 
. . . 1': 
Good helR is still 
· ·· hanito find . 
B ut we keep looking. Because we know · there are still good men out there. Men 
with strong convictions .;..;_and the courage · 
to act on them. · 
' Men who want to feed the hungry. 
. C.Onsole those in despair. F.-ee those · 
imprisoned for religious beliefs. 
If the man we've described sounds like 
·.you, maybe you should become one ofos. 
· We're the Trinitarians. An 800-year-old · 
. order of Catholic priests and brothers 
dedicated to tackling some of the world's 
toughest problems. · · · 
For niore iriformation, call us at (301) · 
. ; 484-225Q, or send forour free brochure .. , 
·----------·-------------------.. .1 Father Bill Moorman, Director of Vocations . 
I The Trinitarians 
1 · P.O. Box 5719• Baltimore, MD 21208 
I · Tell me more about the Trinitarians. 
·1 Same -------------. 
· Address...:.·------------




l'RIESlSANDBROTHERS. . . 
Tue~iOiii ___ andtiie 
·world will neVerbethe~ · · 
Commentary~~ 
.Freedom of Disinformation? 
BV ALDO ALVAREZ 
· Gue1t Columnl1t 
Every Thursday, a certain event occurs tha.t h.as ~ecome a veritab.le tradi~~on. i.~ a student's 
k No it is not the publication and d1smbuuon of our basuon of free .Press, The 
~~:,;r N~ws; This integral part of our weekly schedule consists of the following: Every 
Thursday at lunchtime, from approxiinately 11:00 a.m. to noon, a man stands on the s~dewalk 
at the crossing at chat point between the comer of Herald Avenue and Ledgewo~d Dnv~. He 
gives away copies of a column titled The Birch log. l, as well as. plenty of others; do. not ,go , ' 
· beyond reading its title and soon proceed to find the n.earest ~ras~ can. · . 
The Thursday that I decide to avoid being handed th1~ pubhcauon ·by s~ortcumng .through 
the Chapel's lawn on my way to t_he University Center 1s the day th~y pn.nt ~omethmg ;that 
not only concerned me directly but _interested me and. b~ggl~_d !1'Y mm? with lt5, s~~gestt?~s. 
The handout read "Should There Be Freedom ofl':1formauon a~ XU? Ho~ about 1t; Xavier 
News?" and reprinted a choice of clippings of cre~tts dandd pomons oh~I art
1
1cles frodm o!'e ~f 
our issues. I happened to chance on somebody's d1scar e copy a w 1 e ater an senous Y 
considered what it had to say. 
Overall, it struck me as very funny. 
Then it struck me as very true. 
The Xavier News, as it is, does not give "objective," "free," "unbiased" information to 
UliE CAMPAIGlJ HEATS UP. 
·----·--·--
1-!E'LL 310 ~II' 1lJ 1RIP ME 
VP. t'L.1- JUST K~ COO\... 
NO MATTER WHAT ~ S/ll/S. 
AND Ol/€RWH€1.M HIM Wi1ll 
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,,,. -.. • .- t .. • ; 
the reading public. . . 
For example, the staff box of rhe paper was reprinted in t~e handout. Lisee~ as mem~ers 
of the staff are people who have actually transferred from Xavier or have not wrmen anythmg 
in the last few months. Jody Held, who used to be our theatre and ballet critic, had lef~ our 
staff but stili is credited. Who knows, there may be a graduated or dead. staff member listed 
in the credits. This is an outrigh.t violation of our right to correct information and should be 
Progressive Paradigms 
. BY DOUG MOLL · · .. 
dealt. with immediately. . . . . . . . . 
Another obvious breach of our nghts 1s .the subJ~ct matenal that 1s covered as suggested by 
BV DOUGLAS 8. MOLL 
"In.the past few weeks; much criticism has 
been tossed· about the campus _concerning the 
way things are done at Xavier. The principle 
target seems to be the Student Council. It is 
the material reprinted in the handout. There is an obvio~s nee~ t~ give more news co~erage 
to such an important association as the Commuter C~uncil, whtch 1s relegated_ to have JUSt a 
small column .in a dark corner of the News. There 1s no coverage of such divers~ spo~. as 
beer guzzling and Jell-0 snarfing, thus ignoring a la~ge part. of ~t.ir .re~dership and ~~t ~IVlng 
a full view of the sports spectrum on campus. Mustc coverage 1s hmtted to the cnttcs own 
records, so we are subjected to. read critiques on their albums. Wondered why there aren't 
any critiques of "Ncw Edition" (Fund group) or "Alaba~a'' (Country Band)? Woul~ you 
expect a favorable review of Culture Clu~ or Duran Dura':1 m the News? Uh-uh. Not m the 
Xavier News. Same thing goes for movies (I refuse to g1_ve a chance to ~ B9 Derek film). 
Hence it becomes clear that we are limited and biased in our views. 
···accused of being everything from a clique of 
mutton-heads to an unorganized group of 
student reactionaries.'' 
Although the above could have been written 
· today, it wasn't. It was the beginning of an 
editorial in the May 17, 1946 edition of the 
Thus, thanks to this handout which reprints our copyrighted material without permission 
· Xavier University News. My; my, my, not to 
. sound trite, but some things truly do never 
change. Come next Monday and Tuesday, you these truths become apparent. DO NOT READ THIS. WE ARE BIASED. 
- . . ,>; will have an opportunity to vote ·in a whole Letters ' 
Staff Speaks ·Out 
As a member of the support staff here at 
Xavier, I feel it is time to be heard. It appears 
that the Xavier administration is not being 
totally honest with itself and with us. We are 
being unfairly taken advantage of and we 
don't like it! 
Regardless of who or what caused the 
budget deficit, how can the employees be · 
expected to carry the burden of it? .Our salaries 
are already well below that of industry and 
our benefits don't make up the difference. 
Many offices are understaffed, putting extra 
pressure on those already working overtime. 
Xavier employees fulfill the sad-but-true state-
ment ''Overworked and underpaid.'' Cost-of-
living and merit raises serve as our best com-
pensation for our hard work. 
The projected wage freeze has only served 
to lower employee morale. It has not encour-
aged feelings of unity among the ranks. Xavier. 
is facing a dangerous situation, because any 
business which does not give its employees 
due consideration will find itself without those 
employees. 
, There are wasteful area5 of the budget that 
'c,an be cut before sacrificing salary increases 
for a year. I know, I. see them every day. A 
more thorough investigation by the adminis· 
nation would reveal this to be true. · . 
Is it too much to hope that this university 
truly cares about the people wha are its 
The . Xuier News is published weekly. 
throughout the school year, except during VKa-
tion and eums, by the students of J<avier Univer·. 
sity, 3800 Victory Pkwy., CincinMti, Ohio 45207. 
The statements and opinions of -the Xa11ier News 
are not necessarily those of the st~nt body, 
faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements 
and opinions of columnists. do. not necesarily 
reflect thole of the editOl'S. In regard to cartoons 
any. resemblances to perions living or dead Is 
purely coincidental. _ 
Subscription rates are $9,00/year within the 
U.S.A. This price includes first class mall delivery. 
Subscription and advertlsina inquiries should be 
clrected to Chrlslopher_ Hedcey, IUlineu Manaler 
(513-745-3607). . 
'. . . . ··; ··-. .. ~_~·:: .. ·· _; 
backbone, and will do the moral 
thing? 
and j~st new group of unorganized student reaction-
-Name withheld upon request 
Write-in candidates 
. anes and mutton-head. (I'm glad some things, 
like derogatory slang words, always change.) 
For those of you who get easily confused, 
I am. referring, of course, to the SGA Spring 
Elections. To be perfectly honest, I have never 
Dear Editor, really cared one way or the other about Xav- · 
As concerned sophomores, we feel there ier's Student Government; I'm not sure, but 
needs co be a clarification in the upcoming I think I may have voted once or twice in the 
election. The '87 class'presidenc/vice-president three years I've been here. I did vote last year 
ticket of Rietz-Gallagher was_ denied placement for ·a presidential slate, but I can't remember 
on the ballot for missing an informational · which one. I hope it was the one that .won, 
candidate meeting deemed ''mandatory" by" because I don't like to vote for losers, although 
the Elections Board; despite the fact that they I did vote for Gary Han and Walter Mondale. 
submitted the required signatl!res, applica-· You can call me apathetic, and. you ~ay-
tion, and questionnaire before the deadline. ·. be right. But nothing Student Government 
The Rietz-Gallagher ticket contacted the has done in the past three years has affected 
Elections Board and was assured they· could my life significantly. O(le of the reasons for 
be briefed on the specifics of the missed this -may be that I have a dreaded disease-
meeting. They were under the impression, the awful Iamacommuter disease. This truly 
then, thanhey were thus, recognized candi- horrible disease afflicts 60% of the Xavier 
dates. A subsequent ruling by the Electioris, s~dent population, and I think those in SGA 
Board·· reversed this judgement in favor of are afraid it is contagious. There are times 
fairness to the one other ticket. Rietz-Gal· ·when I think that the Administration, the 
lagher are now forced to run only by write-in faculty, .and the entire other 40% of the 
ballot.· In fairness to us, the class of '87, do student body think this disease is contagious, 
we not deserve a choice for our. class leader- also. But; Vic must remember, dormies bring 
ship? . . . . ·. . . . more profits, and whereas people with the 
Please consider both ; th,e: ~~tz~yallag~er; ~·~~mmuter, disease p~ye .,to: scramble "{Qr .~ 
and Dovich-Earl tickets before you vote: Please cover when the sun goes down, lest they break 
realize that the write-in rote gives us a choice. out in pairiful lesions. Dormies are always 
Vote as· if next year depends upon .it. Ii:· does: around and can sneak around in the dark and 
Karen Heckler '87 do _riasty things to the Jesuits while they sleep; 
William Wester '87 But that's another column 
Entered u third cli55 matter at the U.S. Post Of· · - Commentary Editor •. ; ..•....•. · ..•.. ; Paul Blair 
flee under permit number 1275. Photo Editor .• ; •..••.•... ; .•..• Mike Huffman 
Reprlntina of .articles or cartoons. without per· Special Projects Editor ••.••...••••.• Lisa Kern 
mlssioil of the author and/or the Xa11ier News is Journalistk AdYlsor .•..•••..•••• Mary Jo Nead. 
prohibited~ Busineu Advisor •••.••.•••....•• William Lucci 
Editor-in-Chief •••••.•.•.•..•••• Peay Morse . 
Business Mailager ••..••. ~ • Christopher Hetkey 
Managina Editor •.••.•.•.....••.• Tim Sassen 
·NeWI Editor ................... :Katie Hunter .. 
Marianne Dumbacher 
Entertainment Editor ••.•.••.•• Brian Stapleton 
· JOhn Tymosld ·· 
~Editors .................. Bill FeldlYus 
. Barb Stepman 
·r.. .. '~-
Entertainment Department:· . 
Gus Gallucci, John Birkenhauer, Jody Held, 
John Woulfe, Aldo Alvarez, Jim Tiu, Jenny 
·Fultz, Mark Rinpwald, Pam Jewhurst; Kim 
Rowe~ Keftll.Forwlth 
L:"' c;·•;;...\ "'°•'"' ,• ,....,.. '"#V ..,..,, ·,,,.·~ t' . . I : •• ~ t: .- ,.. __ ~ -. ·,.,,. . ' . .... f 
Of course~ some fed.differently than I, and 
some make their lives revolve around Student 
government. Jerry Goodwin, current· president 
of SGA, cold me that he has spent two-thirds 
of his time at Xavier on Student Government 
'and only one-third on his stUdies. Why is. he 
so dedicated? Because, he said, he believes in 
. what his father has always told him, '.'to do 
what you can do for other men." ·· 
However, I don't believe that all those who 
· run for SGA are. motivated by such altruistic 
concerns. Rick Rochester, candidate for senate 
in 1980, told the Xavier News flat out, "I'm · 
running for· Student Government because it 
·will give me a chance to gain experience in 
a politically affiliated activity.'' 'He w~ Honest, 
and, he won. Others may run becauss: they 
need the feeling of power a political office 
brings, or because they need something to 
put on their resume, or they desire social 
affiliation. Some· honestly want tci do some 
good for the student body. 
How, then, can you pick out" the good ones 
from the bad ones? By looking at the can-
didates' statements of qualifications and goals 
that are right here in this very paper? Probably 
not, but they are the only things we have to 
go by. Every year, every candidate makes prom-
ises that he knows he can't keep- if elected. 
The most trite, abused, and absurd promise 
that practically every candidate for SGA for 
_ the past fifty years has made is the promise 
to "bridge the gap between commuters and 
dorm students." As Jerry .Goodwin· told me, 
in a quote sure to become-(amous, commuters 
and dorrilies are "as distinct as peanut butter 
and jelly.'' The ·· two can work toge~her, he 
added, but never can they become· one ho-
mogenous entity. I wholeheanedly agree. 
The candidates· usually make other promises 
they don't keep, such as proll\ising to . bring. 
major bands to Xavier, building a commuter 
study lounge, putting. surveys in the Xil11ier 
News, etc.,.etc. Oh, these ideas,sound great, 
of course, but are they ever turned into reality? 
Of course not, because once the· candidates 
are elected and ta~e. office, they turn into a 
bunch of mutton-heads and· reai:tionaries. And 
"thirty-nine y~ars from now, .J doubt things 
will be much. different. 
News Department: · . 
Colleen Back, Carol Bross; Eric Burke, Katy 
Hlllenmeyer, Diane Joseph, Kevin lefeven, 
Kay Murray, Carolyn.Partridse, CirKe Plem-
mons, Annette Receveur, Marie Tolbert, Jeanne 
Vennemeyer, Karen Vennemeyer, Joseph 
Wlnhusen, Llnda Zeller · 
Photo Departinent: . 
Pat Powen, Jamie FerM~z 
Sports DepArtment: 
Mike Chale. 
lnlrMllll'lll Dlplltmenl: . 
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. . . . . 
· , .· Xavier 'lJni\fetsity S.G~A~ 'Spring '85 EieCtions 
. • ... ,, 
· ·. S~G~A~ President/ :< ·· '• ; ":,1:;-· ........ . Sophomore C.laa,s Reps 
none · Adil11n.~:·v1ce. President/ · 
L~ls.· vice P~s,deot. · ·. 
•. ' ' t • ,., • ~ 
Joe ·Carry/Liz Costello/Steve Koenig 
Brendan King/Terri Butz/Tony Jones. 
Rob Noschang /Frank I<erley/Bridget MacMillan 
Bill Ryan/Keith Forwith/ Michelle. Crane 
Senators 
LuAnn Aerni 
. Steven Baines 
. Fred Courtright 
···•· William CwilichQski 
Carol Bross,. 
_Tom· Connelly 
· .. Junior· Class President/Vice President 
Marci Earl/John Dovich 
Junior Class Reps 
Lucienne Hinger 
Senior Class President/Vice President 
Amy Zimmerman/Trey Savage 
Holly Dibert/ Chris Ott 
Senior Class Reps 
Mark Hardt ... 
George McCafferty 
Karin· Mendoza Paul Darwish · .. 
:MiChael Delsariter ·; 
Tony Fix' .. 
' - .. l . . : . . - '. . : ' .. •:: i '• - ..... .;. ; . '. ~; . { • '. ·. 'f ; . : 
· Mike' McNainee · 
,., ... \ .. .,.:Residence Hall Council President/Vice President. 




Tim .. O'Brien 
David Trunnel · 
Commuter Council President/Vice President 
Stephen Gregg I George Toney 
Lisa Soellner /Katie· Homan 
Sophomore Class Presid.ent/Vice ·President 
Jon Fetherston/Richard Schroeder 
Edgec(lff Council President/Vice President· 
none· 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Infurrnaif~n has been provided on candidates in races for which there 
. are at least two. tickets running. . 
; , .. 
'· l ,._, \ ;!'· ·'- '• ,,,· 
. .. Currently, a number of wues that will ha\re a c~cial effect on your student life are being 
addressed by administration and student leaders, ... 
' THEREFORE: .... · · 
.. 
·-:I~ .... "} ~-;.~ ~ .. ':·:··[,;·I· I !•i ·" 1:1·.1·· _C· 
Review· the qualification of ;those. candidates running for· office and vote for those leaders 
whcim· you feeJ· wou~d best represent your views an~ your concerns. . . . . . 
; ' J .l ) • ~ " 1 •. ~ . ! '. . i . : • l ·.: '. J ; , • • j '. l , : '. • ~ '· • . I ' ':' · '; ' •. ' ; • . ~ ' I• ' ' • • ' 
Vote. at the_ foHowing,_.times a~d loc~·tiC>ns: · " 
March 2S & *(March 28) 
University Center Lobby.· 
· UniVcrsity Center Grill 
Al~edull Lobby . · 
Sullivan Hall· Lobbf .. 
March 26 & *(~ 29) 
University Center • Lobby 
University Center Grill · · · · 
Alter Hall I.obbY . , ' 
Sullivan HaJl L<>bby 
· ..... ·. 
;•: 
8:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
_8:00 ·a:m:-12:00 p.m. · 
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 
8:00· a.m.-2:00 p.m; ·· 
8:00 a.m.~2:00 p.m. ·· 
· 8:oo·a.md2iOO'p.m., _.· 
10 a.m.-2:00 p,.m. 
. . . . . ; . . . . : . . .· •· 
*In the event that any·ticlcir dOeS 'not receive OYCr 50% •;,r thC .tOtal YOles cast, a run·off election will- be held·· '.'.· · 
• • ~ ~. • • • • -. . • 1 . , . ' .. ; 
ori die a1>cwe 'n~ed da~J>. ... · •· · • · · . . · · . . : , ·. . ·.. • · . ,/ . 
·. -THANK·YOU.·FOR<TAKIN.G TIME·TO US~· YOUR VOICE AT THE POLLS-
. . . . ~ : . ,· . ~ ' . . . . . . ' 
... , 
Presidential Ticl<ets ·.·.' 
Ca"y-Costeno-Koenig-=====-==--=-==---==-==--=-~===--~ 
· Improving publicity and commu· 
nication,on campus is what Joe Carry, 
Liz Costello and Steve Koenig hope 
to accomplish if they are elected. 
They would like to install mar· 
quees outside the grill, main dinii:ig 
hall, residence halls and at Edgecliff 
to publicize SAC activities for each 
week. 
Attempts to promote pride in th.e 
school will be combined with this 
by posting positive facts about Xavier 
with the week's events. 
In planning activities, the team 
would like to emphasize assessment 
of student interest as a criteria for 
deciding whether or not to sponsor Carry explained that a small 
· a particular event. _ amount of money- _would be allocated 
Along with this, they will place,•, ·t~-eacJ:i'dor111, irt[P..r~portion to the 
high priority on coordination of' . number of'shidents living there. In 
events, so that various dubs and order to use the money, approval 
groups on campus are not competing would have to be obtained from 
for attendance. · SAC. 
From his experience as chairman 
of SAC, Carry stated that formal 
dances, comedians and movie pre· 
views have been successful this year. 
A new arrangement they would 
like to introduce is the allocation of 
funds to residence halls in a manner 
similar to the way funds are given 
to clubs. 
"We want to h_ave a· highly cen· 
tralized, well· focused· Student Gov· 
ernment, but we do want other areas 
to have mo_ney," Carry said. 
Costello, who is an RA in Kuhl· 
man Hall, explained that residence 
halls are prevented from sponsoring 
events by lack of funds. 
"We .can't plan things for the- mandatory. _ 
campus, because there is no money . "These meetings will increase · 
to allow us to take any kind of loss,'-':; ' communication becween,:groups on:- -
she said. _. ' ( campus and encourage 'collaboration -, 
Carry would like to see .the S~~ate · ·-between them," he explained. : 
become more service oriented Overall, the team feels thai: the 
through the . practice of establishing strength or' SGA lies in the' people < 
ad hoc committees to address specific _ ; involved. . '-- ·. · •- . ·. 
problems. · ·- · · _ . "There are lot of devoted, tal· 
·~e will· make sure they report. ented people. :I think. the fact that 
back to Senate on their progress," there are' four tickets ,running is in· 
he said. · dicative of this," Carry said. . 
Carry likes the idea of the Exec· - · Carry brings his ~xperience as 
utive Council, made up of represen· chairman of SAC to the position. 
tatives from all dubs and organiza· Costello is member of SAC and -
tions on campus that was started this served- on the Social Committee be· 
year, but -he will make meetings .fore that. Koenig is a Senator. 
King-Butz-Jones=-=-==-==--=-===----============--=--===-===~-.. 
Parking proposals, continuation of 
Enjoy the Arts and organizational 
seminars are among the plans for 
Brendan King, Antonini Jones, and 
Terri Butz. 
The team has six main goals which 
include: 1. a parking proposal which 
would give students incentive to park 
in the A. B. Cohen lot while alle· 
viating parking congestion in the 
North lot; 2. to promote a more 
effective, policy-oriented Senate, 
which would involve a Senate voice 
in the Administration's decisions and 
a forty-eight hour advance notice for 
proposals so that Senators will --l(ave 
their constituents' feelings on issues. 
enhance organizational and· admin· 
istrative skills. 
These problems were pointed .out 
with the present Student Govern· 
Other goals include: 3. continuing ment Association. Mainly, many 
Enjoy the Art and other discounts people have taken positions on issues 
for off-campus activities; 4. to have and not known how to make their 
an itemized Bursar bill sent to stu- voices heard or implement their poJ. 
den'ts. when any charges or cred~ts.-, ,,_i!\\!!s. _,,,_ :. -~.; .. ,::i-·>-~;,,,., • . 
· are made; 5. to improve the Edgecliff•- "·\-~More comradery 1s also needed 
shuttle· so that it can serve more . among different areas of Student 
people; and finally, to hold seminars Government. King.'pointed out that 
for various school organizations to leaders needed to be strong enough 
to speak their minds, · be tough Past experience for the King-Jones· 
enough to get the job done and gain Butz teams includes for King, chair· 
respett from the administration. man of University committees, for· 
On a more positive note, Jones mer Senate member, and co-founder 
poirited out that Student Govern- of College Friends. Jones is a Senator 
ment members should be. role and a member of a number of Uni·' 
models; each should be approacha· versity committees, including the 
ble; and each diverse. · Student .Government Budget Com· 
Strengths of Student Government ·mittee. Butz is presently Commuter 
that they see include high repres~n·>: Council. president, held a position 
ration on many University coinmir-:-t'on the Sbci,al .·Committee of SGA, 
tees, a sound basic structure for im~ and a member of Commuter Coun-
plementation, and the Student cil. · 
Activities"' Council. 
Noschang-Kerley-MacMH/an--==-========================= 
Rob Noschang, Frank Kerley and 
Bridget MacMillan would like'to see 
Student Government become a more 
dynamic body by listening to ancl 
responding to student interests. 
_They hope to accomplish this by 
creating greater unity within Student 
Government itself. They feel that 
combined office space for Senate and 
SAC would promote this. 
Their platform includes plans to 
lobby the University Space Commit· 
tee to allow the utilization of a 'room 
in the University Center as a "club 
room," an office area and meeting 
place that could be used by all clubs 
and organization at Xavier. 
Reports. on SAC and Senate meet· 
ings will be published in a bi-weekly 
newsletter. This newsletter would 
also report on the activities of other 
areas of student government like Ed· 
gecliff Council, Commuter Council 
and Residence Hall Council. 
Interaction between commuters 
and dorm students will be increased 
by having the Commuter ·Council 
and Residence Hall Council collab· 
orate on projects. 
Because both Noschang and Ker· 
Icy are commuters, they feel they 
bring a new per5pective to Student 
Government and that they have ideas 
which will bring students together. 
Kerley, as Administrative vice pres-
ident, will place special emphasis on 
working with class officers by meet· 
ing with them regularly. 
"This has traditionally been a for. 
ideas, and we are open to new 
ideas," said MacMillan. 
From her experience as a Senator, 
MacMillan feels that one of the prob-
lems SGA faces .is the inexperience 
of the Senate. 
"We would like to have a proj· 
ected ·year calendar,'' MacMillan said. 
Overall, this ticket feels that be-
cause they are all sophomores and 
will still be at Xavier after their terin 
would end that there would be a 
sense of continuity. 
gotten pan of student government," "Senators only stay for a term, 
he- said. most of the time. People don't re· Noschang has been class president 
The team's other goals include the NI), because Senate isn't functioning both his freshman and sophomore 
investigation of the feasibility of a well. There is a lot. of frustration," years; and Kerley is currently his vice 
plus/ minus grading system, publi· she said. · •• prcsiderit;. MacMillan is a Sen~tqr,_ -~ 
cation offaculty evaluations, and.the_- _ Noschang plans·to have the newly -:'als<fa mem~r of the Student Gov· .· -
extension of library hours ·during elected SGA meet at the end of this'/•'. e·rrimerif''Budgct":Committee, the. 
exam .week and on ·weekends. school year to get know one anothe( Drinking Issue Task .. Force and the 
"We feel we have some innovative and to set goals. Security TaSk Foree~ : 
, 'i . <o'f . • ; _. ::··,·t .,., '.·;._'. t.t·~ 
Ryan-Crane-Forwith==-===---·\ ~;;:::::::;:;:;;:::::;;:::;::;:~~~~~::;;:;::;;:;; 
Bill Ryan, Michelle Crane, and 
-Keith Forwith are rdhning on a_ plat· 
form that calls for a higher amount 
of student input before policy deci-
sions and for SGA structural 
changes. 
Ryan is running as President of 
SGA, Crane as Administrative Vice-
president and Forwith as Legislative 
Vice-president. 
Dorm security, alcohol policy and 
dining services . are three _ areas on 
which the team would like to see 
more student input. The three would 
also like to see SGA bulletin boards 
placed at convenient locations 
around campus to inform students 
of SGA happenings, including meet· 
ing times. 
Ideas Crane has as Administrative 
vice-president include a bigger place 
for Homecoming, a major on-campus 
. concert, afternoon entertainment in 
the Grill, and more ptogramming at 
Edgecliff, including grassers. 
Structural changes for SGA in-
clude a revision of the Student Gov-
ernment Budget Committee, a work~ 
able Inter-Club Council, a training 
program in parliamentary procedure 
for Senators, and constitutional 
\ )' 
( 
changes needed fordarity purposed, 
according to their platform. 
Past ,experience for the Ryan-
Crane-Forwith team includes for 
Ryan: SGA senator, Constitution 
Committee Chair, President of Col· 
lege Democrats, Wing Representa· 
tive to Residence hall Council, and 
the Pre-Law Society. 
· Crane, who ;ill be a junior next 
year, has served as an SAC member, 
chairing twelve events, including 
Homecoming, Bandfest '84, and the 
War College Board. - · 
· · Foiwith's qualifications ale: J>adia· 
' . .. . - .. : ' 
meritarian for SGA Senate, Manresa 
Director 1984, President of College 
Republicans, and attendance at _the 
United States Senate youth program. 
The main problem the team sees 
with SGA for next year is a- smaller 
b'!,dget over last year's. Ryan will try 
the possibility ofSGA raising money 
on its own to, to make. up money 
to- be cut out of the budget. 
Ryan,_Crane, and Forwith want to 
see more people in SGA, "motivated 
to work to full potential." They want · 
: ~o see that representatives · become 
aware that they are representing stu· 
dents. 
Thirdly, Forwith states, ''We wish 
to avoid a lot-of political in~games 
so _that our energies will go to serving 
students rather than SGA." 
·These candidates see a "tremen-
dous amount of potential that needs 
to be developed,'" in SGA.: Other 
positive aspects of the organization 
include Student Activities Council, 
and a general, "waning of apathy, 
especially among _the freshman 
class.'' The team -would· like to see 




Explain why you are interested in 
filling this position. . 
l would like to be involved with.· 
Xavier and its surroundings a little 
more. I believe that SGA has the 
potential .for. making things. run 
smoothly and-efficiently. I would like 
to add my abilities to this process 
and help Xavier in its endeavors to 
Fred Ct!.urtrfght . 
Fred Courtright 
Having been experiencing for my· 
self Senate for the past year, I have 
realized that Senate might benefi( 
from what I may have to offer it. 
As a Senator, I feel that I might 
best be able to get across. the views 
of myself and other students on is· 
William Cwlllchoskl · 
Wllllim CWlllchoakl 
The title Senator. means nothing 
to me'. .. it is serving the student.body 
to the best of my ability that is a 
·goal for· ·which I always dutifully 
strive. For, it is not the ·title but 
what one can achieve through it that 
makes all the difference. My main 
objective in the filling of this posi· . 
tion would -be to become actively 
involved in the decisions that effect 
educate, academically as well as SO· 
cially. 
I would also like to work with the 
Legislative Action Committee and 
help Xavier students. as well as other 
college studeQts in Ohio to get ·the 
most beneficial financial assistance 
'while attending college. · 
Carol Bross 
I believe that students should be 
·heard at Xavier. As a senator I will 
represent your opinion and do my 
best to ensure SGA works· for you. 
I have spent the past three years 
involved in various school clubs and 
f;J 
Mike Delsanter 
Throughout the year I have at· 
· tended senate meetings and have 
discussed the different issues with 
some of the senators. From this I 
have found that I could offer a great 
deal to the student body by being 
a senator. I feel that senate needs 
strong leadership, and people who 
sues that concern us, such as alcohol 
policies, student security, dorm rules, 
and the like; rules that, although 
many students feel are affecting 
them, all too often feel as we that 
they have no place to really turn to 
be heard on these issues. Mike Delunter 
students at Xavier. Too ·often are 
many. wonhy issues disregarded and 
ignored which frequently should be 
hi-lighted; and it is up to a group 
like the Senate-a conglomeration of 
different individuals with different 
insights which represent the student 
body-to remedy such situations and 
offer alternatives in a form which the 
council deems appropriate. 
Mike McNamee 
There has always been an impor· 
tant drive in people to lead others. 
· ·And yet, people have looked to their 
peers, their equals, to also be their 
leaders. I don't consider myself to 
be a higher quality person than the 
next Xavier student, but I do feel 
Mlll9McN1mee 
activities. Now I would like to com-
bine my knowledge and experience 
. from these groups into one position 
(senator) and serve all campu~ activ-
ities. I want tor Xavier 'what you 
want for Xavier. 
arc willing to devote time to it and· 
who can work well with others. I 
have this ability and would like to 
use it for the benefit of the student 
body. I see senate as the place I can 
do the most good for the greatest 
number of students. 
.... 
that I am being beckoned to this 
position to be a leader as well as an 
equal. I also contend that the best 
possible way for me to. make my 
. contributiOfis and add to .. the poten~ 
tial of the SGA would be in the 
position of Senator. 
Steven Baines 
The reason why I am interested 
in filling· this position on Senate is 
because I am a student that cares 
about the UniVcrsity and the people 
associated with the University. I feel 
by being a senator I would be in a 
better position to serve the people 
of Xavier University. 
Tom Connelly 
I see Xavier's student body as 
needing Senators who remember 
how they were elected and who 
elected them as a senator,. I would 
like to fulfill the aforementioned ob· 
ligation by · 1ooking beyond my per-
sonal preferences; it would be nee· 
essary for me to represent the student 
body according to what is good for 
and what is desired by the greatest 
number of students. Finally, becom-
ing a senator is a personal challenge 
by which I hope I can maintain the 
standards required of the position. 
Paul Darwish 
I was recently appointed to · fill 
the senate seat left open as a result 
of Bridgett Corrigan stepping down 
in mid January. I was chosen out of 
20 candidates with approval from the · 
sen.ate. Since my appointment I have 
been shocked-even sometimes ap-
palled-by the workings and attitude 
of the senate. I feel I have added a 
fresh perspective to the Senate meet-
ings, and I would like very much to 
continue giving my ·input as your 
representative. 
Tony Fix 
I want to help, do as much as I 
can. I feel that by running and being 
elected to senate I can help my fellow 
students to the best of my ability. 
To serve as a true voice of the stu-
dents I hope to the able to address 
.their problems and concerns and take 
steps to rectify said. problems. 
David Trunnel 
The Student Government at Xav-
ier provides a very valuable service 
to the student body. It provides not 
only recognition and representation 
for the students, but also serves as 
a source of action in student affairs. 
I would like to become a member 
of this organization In order to help 
with that action. Many studems have 
mentioned particular problems· or 
complaints to me, and I would like 
to be able to act on them in a forum 
where they can be resolved. 
Student Government is chat 
forum. 
' ' 
;··< - ,... ..-;c-~"'.;, _·; . .• • ., ' 
Senate, Candidates - :·~~~ 1 ,(: ... l :·.:~:·,_;_· ·-··· :.---;.~~ •.;:" :~ ?~ .. ' 
_/ 
Jim McCarthy 
I am interested in filling this po-
sition because I feel .that I can make 
a positive contribution . to Student 
Government and, hence, to live here 
at Xavier University. I care about 
Steven Moore 
The position of Student Senator 
represents the students' voice in the 
affairs of the University at large. 
There is a very real need for further 
integration of the opinions of the 
students with the action taken by 
the SGA and by the University 
administration. Furthermore, it is 




;:'·' -· ,• 
Steven Gntgg I George· ·Toney 
·Gregg: I have enjoyed warking ·fur • needs. .· - · . . ' : ~d ,dtto~gh this. gt'Owtti," toj>osi~ 
. Xavier University as one of the Stu~' I 'had the pleasure of serving'.as " tive~y affeft'othc!8 arotindme. 
_ - dent Government .·officers · this past . · Commuter Council · Vice President<· · , I . work 1VCIL with. people;: Already 
. year~ Lwould like the· privil~gc to,. fur '84-'85 school year. 'Besides var~ >as a,f1C5~an I.have sought to .be· - -
. continue my service fur anothcrtcrm. · ious committees at XU ·I personally ~oinc a:cons~ructive pan oft~c Xav---. 
I have various goals and when elected . chaire~ J>oth the H,ollywood Squares. . . icr ~OIJlrntm~ty.) d~ not cla~ any 
· will · attempt to implement these; . . and Bus Shelter (Metro Coniniittecs). ' · special quality_, by_: 11ght of be mg a 
. including: The. creation of a furmal I have ·a1so served· on several high commuter, ·but ~thcr, .l listen to 
<,.senate .fur;.•Commutcr Coundl;' more school activities includmg:;Th~atcr stu~c~t· concc~ ~d wdl ~~k, fur 
progres5ive commuter planning; and. · Dep~cnt~ Missions R,cp:; Srudcnt ' · achicvmg positi~ ~suits. I will be 
service projects;- like the bust shelter Government. I was a Scoutat~airiirig an asset_ to ; thlS ticket . because I 
which· is schedule fur completion is the rank of Eagle Silver Palm.,, · complcmc~t Gregg .. -
latc April. · · · ·· · · · I am a unique in .,ibat I possess a 
Toney: The position· rcqtii~ s~iong sincere desire to SC~ niy constitu-
- · I am -self-confident; rcs~u~ccful; leadership. My<cnthusiasm fur'jm.: cnts. I am willing to:takc the time 
and well planned. I ~ wdlmg to proving student life at Xavier is nur- to achieve.the objccti\.e at, hand and 
. . take on the, nccd~d nsks ~o make . turcd by two motivations; to look: on to the; nciil: task. l possess 
.. · my objectives realities. I am a good - . ·.· . . the_ characteristics of honesty, de· 
what happens here on campus, and 
I feel that I can successfully discharge 
the responsibilities of Senator suc-
cessfully. · 
listener ano, will continue to have an First, lam cager to serve. Second, pcndability; insight "and an open 
ope~ door policy concern student I seek to improve myself as a person, . mind to the issues. 
Lisa Soeller I . Katie Homan 
One of · the niajor qualifications 
for positions such as these is lead-
ership, because the officers must be 
able _to interest_ the students and 
keep them active. We believe we 
both carry this quality. In addition 
to leadership, we also have the abil~ 
ity to listen to oth_ers. This ·is very 
important. because with this· quality 
we will be able to come up -with 
new ideas. and solutions' in order to 
activate the· students. 
If we should be elected we would 
direct- much of our time addressing 
· the area of communications. We feel 
that _commuters need a special line 
of communication because they are 
not constandy on the campus .. Some 
of the ways we would 0v~r.come the 
difficulties of. communicating to 
commuters would be: an elec,tronic 
communications- board in the Mus;·· 
1 keteer Inn (grill), supporting acdvi~ 
.··· - . ·. 
ties such· a.5 • a commuter · newslCtter, 
intramural sports · with co01inuters, 
and lobbying for more funds for the 
Commuter Council -· for die . use of 
communications and· activities for 
commuters; 
. We support a Commuter Assistant · 
Program where commuters. could get 
social, emotional and· acadC:niic as-
sistance. We·also are looking forward 
· fo· a: .Commuter Lounge, 
.._:, 
· Senior . Class Officers . ::;;::;;:::::::;:::::::;::~-... ::::::::=:===·· .. ::::::::=:::::::::=:::::::::=:=== 
·::r -... Holly 1>.l~l!l_~hrl~ o~·- ......... ~-.···-- ··-~·=·,. ............................... _. __ ,.,,~ .......... ~ ••... , .... __ ,. . ..... '•"" . -~···- • ,. 
··i' 
~al representative in the Senate a'!_d 
that, together, we _can insure the 
success of student activities. },. person 
is needed to fill this role · who is 
willing to make the. necessary sacri-
fices to bring the administration 
.closer to the feelings of those . whom 
they arc here to serve. · · 
i -·.: .··: . _ .;·'-r 
We are_ interested in filling these 
... positions because we feel we can best 
represent the senior class. We. feel 
that ·it is important to have our 
senior year as the highlight of our 
college career. Class unity is very 
imponant, and we want to strive to 
reach it. 
We feel that we have unique qual-
'ities that will enable us to· serve the 
· senior class best. We arc well orga-
nized and -dependable. Both. of us 
also feel that we. have. great: leader~ as possible involved throughout the 
ship qualities. But more imponantly year. Therefore, :we feel that 'it is 
WC have the desire, motivation and necessary tO have. more :dass spon· 
dedication which is necess~ry 'fo SUC· . sored social events which would be 
cc5sfully perform the duties.of senior · mainly' for seniors. We also feel that 
class president and vice-president. , . past scriior, classes have not been 
We will continue· such senior. tra- properly represented. If elected Pres- -
ditions. at Xavier such as th.e beach - idcnt and Vice-President this ticket 
, pany, 100 days till gr~~U~tion party, WC WOUid make sure that the senior 
senior prom, fund . raiser and class voice is heard on campus, because 
gift• Howe\!cr, ,we; feel that lll;ore as seniors we feel that we have earned 
could be cone to get as many semors · the right to express our opinions. 
. Amy Zimmerman I Gray Savage ( 
/· 
We arc interested in filling the elements. We. both ,;ant very much Spring' Retreat. We would like to 
position of Senior Class President to be elected . arid. thus pro'{ide our - . lca\'c Xavier University with _a mcm-
and Vice President because we want fellow Seniors with a rewarding and orablc gift from the remarkable .Class 
everyone to have a very. memorable enjoyable Senior year. Our.Jpcrsona- of '86. Finally, WC would· like to pave 
senior year. We believe that through' bility and easygoing styles allow us I each senior know th~t he or she is 
organization, planning and hard to work well togcth~r and with oth~rs , . very_ -i~po~~t; succcs~l.:fnd . a 
(btit fun) work we can crc:atc a last~ _ . towards a common goal, Our Scmor · .· valuc~·7~ndmdual at Xavier ,and m 
ing bond among the scniors·that 'lfc- Year!·,. .. · · ., ··. ·. ·;, ' ' . ---the'hearts;of the Class of '86 .. 
will be able to carry on pa5_t grad· · . Our~inain goiljs ~o pro'Vide.ffun~ · )\Ve· U,c~::\,cry acited about this 
uation and throughout out liVc:s. · filled year with" benefits fo'[''alL Iii . elcci:ion· arid :the potential that our 
Enthusiasm and·dcsirc arc our key · panicular, we wo~ld like.to off'cr the ~cnior year.holds, Thank you fur your 
chance fur seniors to panicipat~ in a - tirilc,.suppon, and trust. 
~ ·~ ··.•· . 
Representatives 
Ktirtri. Mendora .. 
I want to get iri'~olvcd in my senior I'm a junior class reprcscm:~tivc at . -J am_ int,crcstcd in filling the position 
year, Thi.s is it, this)s the· class of · the present a~d I woµld· Jikc .~o carry ~-of;. Senior Clas5 Representative be.· 
86's last• year here, and I want to - on my position fur another year. I · causd feel that the· senior year, more 
. make if'our . best Y!=ar. I love to know the: work involved and I'm· so than .ariy other previous year at 
organize things and then sit back interested to give my best to get> Xavie.r,:is the most)mponant one. _ 
·and watch· the fruits·of my work. I thai: work. done;_ . With.this in mind,. I ho~ to actively 
want everybody in th.e _scnior"dass .··. . . . partidpatcjn making our senior year . 
to have a great year, and I want to · · . I feel one of the best qualities I th~ most fulfilling and memorable . · 
I am interested in being a Senator the Legislative .. Action Committee, . · try to help. Besides it should ·be a : .-~~s . is t~at:'I: ltno~·:. a lot of my - year . possible. _I .. feel that with my 
primarily because I feel I could make and ww>uld like to continue worki~g lot of fun fur all involved. fellow classmates and I feel this will past involvement in Student Govern-
• positive contribution to Student with them· by. being elected Senator. If there ever were a gregarious aild · help 'me present ~hem better. nicnt, serving as a Senator for ,the .• 
Gcwernmcnt here at Xavier. I think· SGA _needs people who arc willing outgoing pc1Son it is. me: I loy,c • . .· 84-85 year, ,I have a sincett desire to 
my participation in SGA could-bcn· to put time.and. cffon- into making·"· people and being around 0thtm• BC- - , - ·-. · ::· ·". ~rk hard·;-improvc·our class image, _; 
efit the students because I would. it work;_ and I know. I viould .give si,clcs I could prob~bly talk f<>ur cars and most imponandy make one. _ 
strive to give·;(air -and responsible · 190_%. This po-sitioii. ~oufd :let me off. Andlreally:do have a genuine. proud to be a member of die Senior ·, 
rcprcscntatfon at meetings _and prove thafl'do' have the·ciffort,"riot :concern ror•pcople·and:anything thCY-:-- ,. '.-"~---·····""'" ....... ' . ' Cl:w of 1986. ' ' ' ' 
events-on their behalf. I am already just the d_csire. ' may have to say. Not tO,!ll~ni:ion my' 
involved in Student Government on dedication and hard work; 
: . ' . .. . S
··:···· ... ,. .. ' t
:.p'. ... ·.:o·-.·r.·· .. ··.·.··s:· .. : 
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Dan·n ·Bil8rd:ello vies for catching·. position 
BY JIM AVRl'IT 
Since l98i, when Johnny Bench 
moved. out from behind the plate, 
the catching position for the Reds. 
has lacked stabiHty. Alex_ Trevino, 
Mike O'Berry, Dave Van Gorder, 
Dann Bilardello, and Brad Gulden 
have attempted to fill. the ·vaeancy. 
However, .four years later as ·a new 
season _approaches; the catching po-
sition remains in question. ·. · 
This season· Danri Bilardello is de-
termined to end the Reds: quest for 
an everyday catcher. Since ·his ac-
quisition· by the Reds from the 
Dodgers in the inajor league . draft 
of 1982, Dann has been up and 
down. In 1983, he showed tremen-' 
dous promise jumping from Class. 
AA to become the Reds' starting 
catcher. Throughout. the year Dann 
steadily. improved, hitting .2H in 
the second half of the season and 
.354 in September. Bilardello'~ .fu-
ture appeared promising. · 
However, last year was a disap~ 
pointment and one that ·he would 
just as soon forget. After he and the 
Reds jumped off to a great·· stan, 
both began to slump in June: Bi-
lardello and. several others were sin-
gled out by manager Vern Rapp and 
sent down to the minor leagues. The 
demotion was difficult to accept be- · 
cause "there was no reasoning be-
hind it," says Bilardello .. "The Reds 
never gave me, a legitimate reason. 
This hurt me more than anything. 
Mentally, I ~asn't prepared for it. I , 
felt like I was being.cheated." As a 
result of this experience he learned· 
a great deal. According to Dann, he 
developed a mental toughness that 
will benefit .him in the future. 
When Dann rejoined the parent 
club. in ~ugust he immediately felt. 
the enthusiasm that Pete Rose had 
· generated. He .explained, "the atti-
tudes. of the players were completely 
different. It helps to have someone 
behind you. who's supponive, like 
Pete. When people have good atti-
tudes they will perform." 
Last year the Reds platooned 
catchers, using Brad Gulden against 
fight handers and either Bilardello 




Pete Rose has stated that such will 
not be the case this year. Bilardello 
agrees with this position, saying 
"You need to have someone behind 
the plate who can get to know the 
pitchers ·and someone · the ·pitchers 
can get to know. Also a young player 
must play everyday, make his mis-
takes, arid learn from them. A vet-
eran player can better adapt to a 
platoon situation. 
Those competing with Bilardello 
for a starting position include Brad 
Gulden, Dave Van Gorder, · Alan 
Knicely, minor leaguer Terry Mc-
Griff, and Dave Miley who is a non-
roster player. 
One might expect that such com-. 
.petition would place a great deal of 
pressure on those involved. However, 
'Aifr•· '·A'. · ..• d: ... ,K · IC .. ·1 ... ~ •.• 
!: . ,·,·, 
·:,'. 
such is not the case with Bilardello. of the time." Dann's average should. I always seem ~o play well." 
He says, "I don't feel that there's rise this season with the addition of · In the off season, Bilardello re-
any pressure on rrie because I'm new hitting coach Billy De Mars. In ·turns to:Santa Cruz.where he puts 
confident that I can do t~e job. I'~e spri!lg training De Mars has already ·on a celebrity. golf tournam~nt in 
caught over 100 gam.es m the big changed _Bilardello's grip, bringing !Demory: ?f his father. ~e 1s al~o 
leagues. The pr~ssure 1s on the other positive results. . m_vol~ed 1.n the ~ommumty here m 
guys, not knowmg whether they can There is more to Dann Bilardello . Cmcmnatt, helpmg the basketball 
do it. I feel that they have to be_at than just baseball. This past winter ·program at· Walnut Hills High 
me out. If I don't win the job then . he did not play baseball in Puerto. School. 
I have no one to blame but myself." Rico because he felt that it was This year Dann Bilardello is de-
One does not detect any cockiness important to be with his wife and terrriined t() be the starting catcher. 
in the tone of Bilardello's voice as their newborn baby. He says, •'Base- He is a man with a mission, saying, 
he says this. He is simply express.ing ball takes up seven months of my "l want. t? p~ove to myself an~ t~ 
the confidence that he has m him- time and it's important to spend the organ.1zat10~ that .they d1dn t 
self. time with my family in the off make a mistake m draftmg me from 
. Of the six competing catchers, season." the Dodgers." 
Bilardello is probably the strongest The emphasis on family life can _Bilardello is a talented and prom-
defensively. This should improve his be traced back to his childhood while· ising young catcher. He is also a hard 
c~ances of winning the starting job growing up in Santa Cruz California. w?rker, con~tantly striv~n~ to impr?ve 
s1~ce Rose has st~ted. that a catch~r He. says, "Our family was always ~1mself. His work ethic 1s _very ~1m­
w1ll be chosen pnmanly on the baSIS close. My parents supported me in Ilar to that of Pete Rose. It 1s obvious 
of defensive ability. Dann pointed whatever I did and for that I'm to Dann and everyone else here in 
· out that in the past two years he thankful. I feel that parents today Cincinnati that he will never replace 
has bee~ rated a~ong the top ~ve don't sup.port their kids enough." the legendary J~hnny ~ench. Such a 
catch~rs m the N~ttona~ League, with Dann enjoys the road trips to the t~k would be. 1mpoSS1ble: However, 
very little separatmg h1~ from Gary West Coast. He loves playing in San g1ve.n t~e patience of both the or-
Carter and Tony Pena; Bilardello also Francisco's Candlestick Park which gamzatton and fans Dann has the 
possesses a strong arm, throwing out is considered the worst place in base~ potential to become an excellent ma-
38% of those that attempt to steal ball for a hitter. He says1 "My family ior league catcher. 
(30% is considered average.) and friends come to see me play and 
Dann's major weakness is one that 
is common among catchers - hit-
ting. Last year he hit only .209 and 
his career average is . 227. ·However, 
as he points out ' 'not too many 
B·ballers end season 
catchers can hit .300. Fans must 
realize that there's more to. catching 
than just hitting. It's tough on a 
catcher because you're s~uatting all 
,.,; 
BY MIKE CHASE · 
Xavier's Musketeers closed out 
their season with a 16-13 record and 
·was not invited to either of th~~post-_ · 
season tournaments, the. NCAA or. 
the NIT. The team defeated Detroit 
· ··in the Midwestern Cities Conference 
tournament's fi_rst •round. before los-
ing to the Loyola Ramblers in the 
semi-finals. 
biers, while Eddie Johnson led Xav-
ier's scorers with 17 points. Larkin, 
Lee, and McBride all added 10 points 
each-, for the Muskies; Johnson led 
all rebounders with 10. 
Next year raises a lot of hopes and 
a lot of questions for Xavier Basket-
ball. Will Bob Staak return as head 
End Hunger Now 
Loyola has since gone on in the 
NCAA tournament to defeat Iona 
and Southern Methodist and tonight 
they will try to conquer the impos-
sible challenge _:_the Georgetown 
Hoyas- on national television (9:00 
p.m., CBS). The Ramblers are ten 
point underdogs in the game. 
· coach? Will Creighton and Bradley 
join the Midwestern Cities Confer-
ence? Will all of the returning play-
ers improve enough to make this 
team a nationally-respected one? 
Time will answer these, hopefully 
with a lot of "yes"s. 
For Coach Staak, though, the 
promise of next year is not a con-
solation for not being invited to a 
post-season tournament. Said Staak, 
"It's still this year and I'm very 
disappointed." Xavier's 16-13 record 
was not a help in getting a bid, but 
Xavier's rclatiyely strong schedule 
kept the team in consideration. De-
spite not playing many big name 
teams, the Muskies didn't play many 
wimp:teams, either. (Forget the early 
game against St. Josephs of division 
II.) This is the opposite of teams 
like Cleveland State University, which 
despite a' 21"win season, was not 
invited 'to the post-season tourna-
ment$ because ,of· the very weak · 
schedule it ptays .. There were a num-
Help· u_s ·reach our:$7000 goal to 
h~P the famine victims of Africa. 
.. ·~ 
:' ,' ..f-! .. h 
.... 
, March 2&-April 2() 
All·.pr0ceeds ·donated··. through ,the 
. ·.·:···American: Red-C~ss · · 
. . . :SponlonMi by .xclvler Student· Govem~ A.soclallon 
' .. ·· 
Butler of the Midwestern Cities 
Conference also went on to post-
season play with a bid to the Na-
tional Invitation Tournament, where 
they lost in the first round to In-
diana. Cincinnati also was invited to 
the NIT. They beat Kent State in 
the first round, and played Mar-
quette at Riverfront Coliseum Tues-
day night. , 
·Xavier was the fifth seed.· in the. 
conference tournament· in ·Tulsa; 
Oklahoma. They played .fQunh-sced 
Detroit in the first game">and came 
from behind to win 77-69. Walt 
. McBride scored 18 points and pulled 
.. ,: down 5 rebounds in the game. Eddie 
Johnson had 15 points and 8 re-
. bounds in the victory ... 
They advanced to play Loyola in 
the semi-finals, and they kept it 
close, losing 65-61 to the nationally-
ranked Ramblers. Xavier Jed in the 
second half by three points at one 
time, and the•halftime score was 32-
30 in favor of Loyola. Alfredrick (the 
Great) Hughes had 30 points and 7 
rebounds in ,the game for the Ram-
;. ber of 20-game winning schools that 
did. not get invited to post-season 
tournaments. 
Incidentally, recent articles in 
Cleveland's Plain Dealer advocating 
that Cleveland State should improve 
its· basketball program have men-
tioned Xavier, along with Ohio State 
and Dayton, as programs that the 
. University ·should emulate -dc;fi-
nitely a sign of regional respect. 
Respmes $9 and up. 
·Student ·Discounts . 
. Same _Day Service. 
Call 821-0127 or· 381-4955. 
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Xavier.· boxers 
compete ·in S.C. 
BY JOE JOSEPH 
Tired, banged up, and defeated, 
·Xavier Boxing Club's three regional 
competitors arrivc;d back from South 
Carolina without a champion among 
them. But there was no embarrass-
ment or discouragement among the 
fighters, who felt that they presented 
themselves well in .the tournament 
despite the fact that .no ·one went all 
the way; · 
Tom Locasio, senior 147 lbs., was 
outpointed by Randy Gigg of . the 
US Air Force Academy in the finals. 
Earlier Locasio defeated Houston 
Myers of Citadel. Locasio could not 
get inside on Gibb, who had longer 
reach than Locasio and used it well, 
jabbing whenever Locasio tried to 
move in. 
Rolando Custodio, freshmen 132, 
lbs., was stopped in the first round 
by Air Force's Claudell Holley. Holley 
had height and reach on Custodio, 
and when the two traded punches, 
.,, .. '' . ~ ...... 
.. f ~7' 
Custodio's fell short. Custodio came 
back the next , night to fight an 
exhibition against Air Force's 126 
lbs. boxer, Eric Geoghan. Geoghan 
won his region uncontested at his 
weight class, but wanted some work 
before the "national tournament in 
At>ril. 
Michael Chase, sophomore 139 
lbs., lost iit the tournament's open· 
· an uncontested champion from ·Air 
Force, Shaun Awaun, 119 lbs. 
Awaun, a former national champion. 
. in the 112 lbs.' weight' class,· gave u'i; .· 
20 lbs.' and .about six inches in 
height and reach to Chase, and in 
the third round reopened the blood 
flow in Cha5e's nose: Chase finished 
the exhibition. · · 
ing round to Eddie· Kelley of Notre · The regional t~urnament finished · 
Dame· ·Kelley, who went on to win Xavier's season. for this year,. unless · 
the region with his non-stop pressure an unlikely dual . match with· Notre " 
style of fighting, caught. Chase in Dame can be ar~anged. Xavier only 
the first round that started a flow·· had three. fighters ~ompet~ in the 
of blood from his nose. The doctor tournament. because it took place on 
was called to check on the nose; and the second Weekend of spring break,: 
he allowed the fight to go on. Chase and the . team could not be assent· . 
finally lost a decision to the aggres- .. bled to .made. a .~nified showing. 
sive, short Kelley. Louis Padron, fr .. 16~. did make .. the'· 
C.hase also came back the· next . 
night to fight an exhibition agaiitst .. 
trip to The. Citadel. in charleston, •• 
Soµth Carolina, where , the. tourna-
ment was held.but. did not compete· 
because of a sore arm and a 'cold. . 
,·,)·,·· 
- " 
·:2·i.:. ~~;.~~,~~~ ~~:~;.'~~~~·.{:;:;">·~:/:'.:'.~~~~:;~:5-~f~!i/:.-~/":· :~.~~~:\ r, 





ACTIVITIES . . . . . 
COUNCIL 
, .. ·. 
Applications .are b~ing accept~d · now for mem-
bership tb the Student Activities Council outside the· 
S.A.C. Office_· in the University Center.. . 
· _Applications are. dµ_e by April 3rd at 5:00 p.m. 
Get involved in Student. Gpverriment by ·being 
part of this dynamic and energetic pro.gramming board 
that brings you speakers, .. concerts, dances,· comedians, 
films, and other special events. Brin'g the entertainment· 
that you want to see to Xavierl 
. ' 
. , Thurad&)j March 21, 1986 
. BY LEANN STEINEMAN. - -Ethicai . Miitants 
· XUIM is wrapping up its Win·· Bamfs .. · ·. '..· . · 
· ter sports with, champiori~hip · Bad Habits · 
tournaments beginning i:his Vlcek · Franchise · · 
in Basketball. Volleyball,· and Un~erdogs 
Racquetball. Getting· ready· for · 
spring competition the following Tournament begins 
sports will be opening: Ultimate Tues; 3119 · 
Frisbee, Sand Volleyball, Men's 
· and Women's· Softball, Tennis' Women's BaskCt.,;.n, 
· · and Innertube Waterpolo.: Check 190 :Proof 
· , the Intramural booklet or signs . Double Shots 
in the , cafeteria and Grill for West Wonders 
· dates. · . ·. . ·. . · .· Family Ties 
· The following teams ha\.c qual· 
ified for championship .. tourna· 
ment:· ' · · 
· Men's. Six and Under Basketball 
In Like. Flynt 
· · Stroh 's Army 
In the Lead 
Underdogs 
Skle 
Too Good for Fallar 
· · Showtime II 
Oscar· Tangos 
Allied Forces 




Tournament begins , .· 
Wed. 3/20 - , . 
Co-Rec. Basketball 
He-Man· and Her-Man· .. 
Seven &. Seven 







Bomb .Squad . 
Fab 6 
Nadaritas• 
Men's Open. Basketball 
. Hotshots• Tourname~t begins 
. ,; .'.·· 
No Respect.,· 
. Spartan's . 
·In . Like ·Flynt 
Queffers ' .. 
Gamecocks 
' Team Stroh's · 
·.: . .. 
T.B.A .· 
, Racquetball . . . .. 
All players .. will compet!! .in the 
tournament, .. beginning, Mon. 
March .25; :....• · 
. 1 ··· ..... • ., .j· .·.·.} ·KNOW YOUR OPTIONS! 
~~·t · · · Low Price Insurance ·· · · 
. 
· .. ·~~· ,·...._, ..... . . . A .. '·u· tos - Cycles - Tenants 
· · voue1n·caea111" ·~ · ~yt.R~ 871-3340 
College Stu~ent -· Live. in. my 
· · home.: light:'.tfouse·Cl.ear1ing with 
·Child Care~.After.school. care .. of 
an· adolescent. Som~. light 
cooking~··NQrth · Avondale .area. Call 
- 961~4755. . 
·~ ...• r•r·· ·r···e····· .. . ··n· · · t····s· v;..-···.· ... ··· ... · ... ·. 
One Way to Get. Into Pictures Poetry in Motion 
.Here's nrie :you won't see every·· .. 'The Cincinnati Ballet .. has :an-
day, and.: j>roba~ly ·never see out- nounced its 1985-86. schedule for' 
side of Cincinnati: The Taft" Mu~ . all ; you .. choreography, Jans out~ 
seum.js :prescntingt'. a•"tJhoto- · there,-.- and it's a good one. Some' 
graphic exhibition.· by 'ari·' artist. by '. of; the pcrfurrriances. · this: .season• 
the name. of Alan Ward. Well, include '•'Swan Lake;', "Romeo· 
you a5k, what is 59' unusual about and Juliet''' and of . course the. 
that? ·It 1secms :that: all. of ·the .. astoundingly popular '.'The. Nut-, 
photographs: are' concerned · with cracker''. In addition to these and 
the landscaping and desig~ of other classics, the Ballet will pres-
Spring ·Grove'• Cemetery, an . un- · · ent five Cincinnati premieres this . 
deniably .-beautiful place, never~ sca5on. And if you _need more 
the~lcss, a rather interesting,place incentive, the Ballet is offering a 
to spend tiinc(with· a Nikon. Jµst. diseount on season tiCkets of 20% · 
goes _to shaw you· how. desperate until April 1; and 15% after that 
some· people· arc , to have their. date. So tear .yoimelf away from 
pictures · tak,en •. The show·. runs big time wrestling and ·call· the 
March 23 to'April 21, at the Taft Ballet ticket offices at 621-5282; 
Museum, 316 Pike. Street.Cincin-
nati, 0. For more . information 
phone 475~i°l44: .. 
Supporting the. Arts 
Entertainment Shorts 
First, the Cincinnati Playhouse.-
in the Park is presenting a rriys- · 
tery-thriller entitled Have: 
through April 14. The unusual · 
plot is based on true ·:occurrences. 
· that happened iri a .small Hun-. 
garian village in the 1920's where, 
hundreds of married ,men .died.· 
For times arid prices call the Play~:· 
house at '421-5440. 
The Cincinnati Arts · Consor-
tium is . a ftne .organization that 
provides : arts, educational~·· and 
cultural services · to · the Greater 
Cincinnati area. The Consortium 
offers classes in. several different 
fields ·ranging from ballet to 
painting· to piano, -and just ~bout 
every artiStic -field· in. be~cn. 
Also, throughout the year · the . Second, on a monumentally.· 
Consortium puts on plays a1'd less evolved level, a special even( 
stage~ ,c:o.~~C:rtS .o(}()~e . of t~~ _£Qr t~?se · of you ~h~· n~v.er .gC>, 
. __ rpor~.:.liA.&Js!iaJ.:..i&Qq.~m.t.~igumg.~);;,;;i._IJ\Uqi.;bcy.9Qd..-:c~y,l"Q~y.,.mgr.~g;. 
... terial' avililablcin ~he:-Cindririati . cartoon_s; - fear not";\someone>m'. 
area: 1JicJ:;6n~~iiu~;also ~~pg~~ ". ff,oll~dc; ~til.1 cares;·• Y~~· jt's 
sors dvif':lndcultural'everits·such'. true, they d.id_tt; soon commg to 
as daric~~ · ~nd, ~istoty· pro~r~s. · ; ,a (s~easy) {~ha,t last pa,rt is .~pec­
ln addition 'to ':all- of this the· ulauve) dnve-m near you,. Por~ 
_Cons~rtitini _also provides. stage, .· ky'.s. ~everigc'', ·~nothe~· instant 
. space arid:foil<:e!t h~lls fo~ (va- d~i~/rom the city that .brought 
. riety ~~f .. ~u~idc pcrl?tmcr5 · and. you~ . ~~venge •of .the . Ki~ler To-
hosts exhibits of nattonally. and, matoes . Mark this. one m your 
regionally:acclaiincdartis.ts. What· calendar, or somethmg. 
this all . means is that you now 
have some really inte.rcsting al- · If you always wanted. to see what 
tematives to add '· io'· your ull. · a curtain call looks like from the 
doubtedly voluminous file of en- . other side of the curtain but qever 
tertainirig activities. If you would had. the guts to volunteer for your 
like to find out .ffiore. about some . high school pl~y. check. out the Play-
house in the Park's Open House on 
. of the .Pr()gra~~ 
0
a~d.events' the . March 25 or April l, 5:30 i:o 7:30 
Consortium offers; ·or."if you p.m. You'll get a tour, some refresh-
would ·.like ;fo become .a member·· ments, a cash bar, and rwo dem-
write' 'to: ·The Arts Consortium, onstration lectures on acting and set-
A Community Cultural Center, building. For more information, and 
· 1515 .·.Linn.•_· Street, ; Cincinnati, or rese..Vatioris, call die· Playhouse at 
•Ohio ·4521{or phone.:381-0645. . 421-5440. 
··. JI~l~; ·l>ri · :·. the w9rld together ,JostaWexrnange student. 
_,. hitematfohalYouth Exchange, a·Presi-.: 
denti~llriitt~tive tor .pea~e~. bring~ te~n~gers . 
from.othercoimtriesto hve for a time \Vlth · 
American families and at: .. tend Amenccin schools. : 
L~ar1{abo1.ltpartici- · ·· 
.. pating,c:is·a·volunteer." 
· .. host; family. - · · · 
· ~te; YbtJT~ lfXCHANGE 
· Pueblo; Colorado 81009 . 
·'• • •' , e ~ • • - • > • • • ' ' 
··~;··. . . . . . , .. ; ... 
•.-::: .... 
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Op tbe FRin9e 
BY BRIAN STAPLETON · · jazz artists. Fringe: After seeing some of your 
Not many people are aware of it, Fringe: How long have you been contemporaries who came from this 
but Cincinnati is a dty with a rich playing the saxophone? area move on and achieve greater 
_ and diversified musical community. McGarry: Forty eight years. Ever success, why did you stay in town? 
The Queen city offers (to those who since I was a little kid. I came to McGarry: Well, I figure if every per-
care to listen) a wide range cif quality Cincy from New York, by way of former left town to look for some-
. music-everything from first rate Oxford, where my .wife was teaching thing better, there wouldn't be any-
i:lassical _music t.o. the biggest names at the time. I came to Cincinnati in one left to play here. Also, at my 
in hardcore. Another facet of the 1955, and played at' the old Cotton · · age,· it's a bit late to pii:k up and 
local music scene that does not get Club just.before it closed down. re-settle somewhere else. . 
the attention it deserves iUazz. De- · Fringe: Who would you consider to Fringe: Could you name some of the 
spite the fact that our city has a be your primary musical influences? performers you've played with in the 
number of first rate radio stations McGarry: Too many to name. Really, ·past? 
that showcase and even devote· entire I've been influenced by any,body I've · McGarry: Well, I toured with Chic 
formats to jazz programming, the ever listened to, and not just jazz· Corea, and I've played 'with Miles 
Jazz performers in our town arc still -artists-classical artists as well. If I Davis. I recorded on all but one of 
not getting the recognition and sup- had to name a few, I would say Louis · the early James Brown records. I've 
pon they truly deserve. One such. Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie also played with Sonny Stitt, Fats 
performer is Jimmy McGarry. Parker, and An Tatum. But really, . Nevarrci, Brother Jack McDuff, -Clean 
McGarry is widely acknowledged 'no ohe person in particular.· ... Head Vinson, and Rahsaan Roland . 
to be the most prominent and pop~ Fringe: In another interview you Kirk. 
ular jazz performer Cincinnati has to mentioned an idea about· corporate Fringe: What are your future plans? 
offer. Despite the· fact that other sponsorship. 'Tell me a bit more McGarry: Well, we're trying to get 
performers from our area have about that.·· our third album out, on the Thrust 
achieved greater commercial success · McGarry: Well, I've always wondered label. The recording is completed, 
(cg., Cal Collins), Jimmy McGarry it is that every other type of per- and now we're just shopping around, 
-..· has long been the cornerstone of the former gets support from institutions trying to get it signed. Other than 
· Jazz community in'Cineinnati, .. arid such as the Fine Arts FUnd; and jazz that, I'm just doing my regular 
., dese..Vcdly ·so: The Fringe had· the -artists·· always seem to get ignored. thing, which is playing at Corry's 
challcc to speak with : Mr. McGarry Any large corporation in tow;n could Thursday thru Saturday. I just want 
about his history iri our city, his · offer a Jazz artist a yearly grant, and to emphasize that I feel our city 
· musical influences, and his experi- take it. as a tax write off at the end should. support its artists in whatever 
ences with other prominent jazz art- of the year. way possible. 
:··. 
.·.. _· SAI2E PRl€E ; \'- ·. · .. · 
,.:';~99?~?' .... · .. ··~: .......  
. SILADIUM9 COLLEGE· RJNys··· ... ·· 
. • ·. . . Y~r00!1eg4t rin'g is '10\'I rfK;re· affornable than ever. Save on an iflCr8dlble 
v8riety of Siladium ring styles with custom features that express Y<>ur .taste 
. &rid act'lieVeirients. Eact:i Siladium ring is custom made, with careful atten· 
.. ·· .· tion to detail. And every ArtCarvect ring is backed by a Full Lifetime War-
ranty. 09n't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great 
· colteQe ring. See your ArtCarved representative so<>n . 
....... 
Mar.·,21-2a-29 .10-3 ·. · ·x~u. Bookstore 
·.· · · Date ·· · . . Time · ·.··· 
. DISali~. MillirenorVIU~· . · 
·Place 
. ''•. , ... ·· 
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7 odt S fAi.(!U Photo Puzzle Contest 
WELCOME BACK, XAVIER FROM SPRING BREAK!!! 
Just think, a week ago today you wen: lying on th• 
beach sunning away wirhouc a thought of exams and 
papers ... 
Zoe - If I ask you to dio ... will you die fur me? 
To the. new Assistant to the Director of Admissions -
CONGRATS JEAN, you madt it!! - your 100mie 
Weanie - Did you ha..; fun in Philly & the Big 
Apple? I missod you in P.R. - woman 
Bonnhair - the Horse's Fair -:- 1882 
Man:i, Tho dn:adcd face! 
I kit so rejtttod !hat I had ·to dance with that cute 
suangerl 
SHOT DOWN IN n1E PRIME OF LIFE. 
HELEN - DO YOU HAVE ANY HAIRSPRAY? 
Man:i shooting of the mouth at the dinner tablo ... now 
what an: rhe pan:nts to rhink? 
I had one or two - beets that is!!! 
Nick, were you rhe guy standing at the altetl 
This is my ftiond Marci. Yoah., like in tho comic strip. 
No. sometimes she actually makes sense! 
Julie - how about the. Uies on the old FL turnpike? 
THE I LOVE EVERYONE FUND PAYS ITS WAY 
... And kissos the fuotsies! 
BAifil - l'VE GOTTEN 18 NOW! I'M CATCHING 
UP WITH YOU! 
The team invadcs Daytona - and has a mightly good 
time in the progress. 
Welcome Singers liom Puerto Rico. Hope you had a 
wondorful time! 
And Kay said, "I can't live without my REVLON." 
Just one vanity please!! Let me wcat my contacts. 
Roses arc red 
dishos are plares 
A hug• candy bar, 
Jean sollishly ate. 
It's only going to take us· 5 hours. 
Thar was the beginning of a nightmare!! 
Oh, Oh! I have to go to the barhroom. 
Is that Kay again? 
Maria, thank you for scuing your alarm .. • ..... at · 
6:30 a.m. 
Father Gene - green. , . . . . . 
Land Study? 
AJ. You're the most important part of the body. 
STAILEY H. KAPLAN 




lWO HEADS Mil BETTER THAN ONE! 
In fact we're so convinced th8t you'll 
learn better together, we'll give you 
both a full 25% off your tuition, when 
you and a friend register for the 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN CPA REVIEW . 
• Flllllllt TEUll-lAPE• kllllllllill 
•7-llolllWllck'ltll 
• V.0-........ 11111 
·PrlRIUHl-
•2 ...... CMR1'911• UM• 
• ffll ........ Palley 
•121~ .......... • 1-,._,.. _ ...... fJqllrll 






c.11 o.ya, Ewningl Of Weellenda: 
(513) 821-2288 
Come Visit Our Center 
Summit .Executive Building 
1821 Summit Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237 
MONEY, DRUGS, AND DEATH 
All welcome to party with the Philosophy Society 
Thursday, March 28 at 8:00. Hear St. M. Sich9I spe~k 
. on "YOUR MONEY OR YOUR LIFE" or Ethics 
applied to Euthanasia, Economics, and th• Law. Ro· 
fn:shmcnts. Please come. Poace and Love. 
ginga guli guli watcha-ginganga-gingangu 
Dawn ... Rid< ... .Indiana ... Coalpi>tt .. .I Miss You!!! 
SGA SPRING ELECTIONS ~RE RIGHT AROUND 
THE CORNER ..... 
Voce on Man:h 2,, z&: In the event that any-Ticket 
does not n:cei,.. aver ,OCJ& of th• total W>tes cast, a 
run·of!' election will he· held on March 21, 29. 
VOTE!! ID'll!!I VOTE!! VOTE!!. VOTE!! VOTE!! 
voil!!I VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!! 
SGA ELECTIONS DEBATE FRIDAY, MARCH 22, 1:30 
P.M., UNIVERSI1Y'CENTER LOBBY. BE THI!RE; 
DEBATE !DEBATI! !DEBATI! !DEBATE !DEBATE! 
DEBATl!I DEBATE! DEBATE! DEBATE! DEBATE! 
ENCORE, ENCORE, ENCORE 
Over the next· several weeks, the 
Xavier News will be sponsoring a 
''Photo Puzzle'' contest. 
Three $10.00. prizes will be 
awarded to the first 3 people to put 
together all the· faces and bring them 
to the news office', located behind 
the Student . Development desk 'in 
. the University Center. 
H . you match the pans togethei: 
and it is your picture, you will receive 
a copy of the picture. The contest 
will conclude with the April 18 issue 
. of the paper. · 
lHEFUN BEGINS. MARCH 29th AT A1H£ATRE,NE.AR YOU!., . . . ' . . . . . . . . ' . - . . . ' ' ' . . . . ' . 
